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INTRODUCTION

A free-responding (or "free-operant") situation is one in which an

organism is permitted to perform (or "emit") a certain action (or

"response" or "operant") repeatedly, at any times it chooses. In the

free-operant situations considered in the main body of this paper, an

animal (typically a rat or pigeon) is induced to perform this action

(usually a lever press in the former case and a peck at a specified area

or "key" in the latter) by being tendered a reward (or "(positive)

reinforcement" - a small amount of food, for instance) occasionally after

1the action is performed. B. F. Skinner (1938) discovered that various

reward regimes (or "schedules of reinforcement") generate distinctive

behavior patterns in free-responding situations. Interest will center

around this phenomenon below.

Estes (1950) and Bush and Mosteller (1951) have proposed models for

free-responding. Only one aspect of these models need concern us here.

Having fixed h so small that at most one response can occur in an

interval of length h, Estes and Bush and Mosteller assume that the proba-

bility of emitting a response in any such interval depends only upon the

outcomes (i~e., reinforcement or non-reinforcement) of prior responses~

Thus, given a particular reinforcement history, the distribution of the

n!E interresponse time (IRT) will be geometric. 2 It follows that the

th(ensemble) average frequency function of the n-- IRT will be a decreasing

function of distance from the origin.
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To my knowledge, these models are, with one possible exception,3 the

only mathematically viable quantitative theories which have ever been

seriously proposed as explanations for behavior in a wide variety of

free-operant situations. But the fact that IRT densities need not decrease

monotonically with distance from the origin is noW established beyond a

shadow of a doubt. The histogram presented in Fig. 1 gives the proportion

of IRT's in 2 second blocks for a pigeon (Bird 9) which was fed for 3

seconds after a key peck with probability .4 if this response followed

the previous response by at least 6 seconds . These data',were collected

by the author and are tabulated in Table 8 of Appendix C. This appendix

contains a brief account of the experiment in the course of which these

data were collected. IRT distributions from related schedules showing

"timing" at least as pronounced as that displayed in Fig. 1 have also

been reported in Sidman (1956a and 1956b), in Kelleher, Fry, and Cook

(1959) and in Hill (1959 - see McGill (1962)). The model that will be

presented shortly grew partly out of the author's attempts to come to

grips with phenomena of this sort.
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Fig. 1. Proportion of all IRT's in 2 second nlocks for Bitd 9 for 3 consecutive

daily sessions. A 3 second presentation of mixed grains followed each IRT > 6 sec.

with probability .4. IRT's after a reinforced response were timed from end of food

presentation. The data are tabulated in Table 8 of Appendix C.



CRAFTER I

Free-Operant Learning as a Sequence of Transformations

of the IRT Distribution; Determination of the Form

of the Transformations

If a model for free-operant acquisition is to avoid the prescription

of decreasing IRT densities in situations like that discussed above where

such a mode of responding is wildly maladaptive, it is necessary that the

operators which effect the behavioral changes following a response be

able to grasp the IRT distribution as a whole and bend it as the situation

requires. Having thus determined to describe free-operant learning as a

sequence of transformations of the IRT distribution, we will try to

restrict the form of these transformations.

Let us forget, for the moment, about free-responding, and suppose

that in a certain learning situation an organism has n 2 3 response

alternatives which I will label with the first n integers. Assume

that

and

are the vectors of response probabilities before and after the occurrence

of a certain event E (e.g., reinforcement of response 2). There are

many learning situations in which it seems reasonable to suppose that

p! does not depend upon the former conditional probability distribution
l
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(Pk/l - Pi' i ~ k) over the other response alternatives, so that

p~ = f(p.,i). Let T denote the operator on probability vectors associ-
l l

ated with the event E, that is,

Tp = p'

It has been shown by Bush, Mosteller, and Thompson (1954), though they

never state the result in this form, that such a transformation T is

necessarily a linear operator of the form

Tp = (1-8) P + 8A

where 0 < 8 < 1 and A is a probability vector. The additional

assumption that the f(',i) are strictly increasing functions, corre-

sponding to the intuitively reasonable requirement that greater proba-

bilities before a learning event lead to greater probabilities after the

event, obviously implies that 8 < 1.

In the view of the free-responding situation that will prevail

throughout this paper, the response alternatives are the various possible

IRT's, i.e., the non-negative real numbers. The following is an analogue

of the Bush-Mosteller-Thompson theorem for this situation.

Theorem 1. If T is a function that takes probability densities

dover [0,00] into probability densities over [0,00] with

(Td)(t) = f(d(t),t)

for some function----- f such that
()

dB f(s,t)

5
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continuous, then.f£:!: -",om.": 0< e < 1 ~ probability density itt)

over [0,00]

(Td)(t) = (l-e) d(t) + ei(t) .

4 d (> 0).Proof. Define e by 1 - e = d'S f(s,t) 1(0,0) Let to> ° be

given. Let sl > 0, s2 > 0, E < min(to,1/sl+s2). Then

(where the chi's are indicators of the subscript sets) is a density

function. Thus

~oo(Td)(t) dt 1.

°
Therefore

Differentiation with respect to sl yields

dt .

6



Differentiation with respect to s2 yields

Thus

for sl > 0, s2 > 0, E < min(to' 1/s1+s2).

Differentiation with respect to E gives

Letting E --. ° we see that

all s > 0, t > 0,

Therefore o
1 - e = dS f(O,O) =

o
1 - e = dS f( s, t) .

So for

By continuity this formula is valid for all s > 0 and t > O. Thus

f(s,t) = (l-e) s + b(t) •

7



obtain

(1-8) E + b(t) .

Taking E small gives b(t) ~ 0 for all t.

Integrating both sides of

(Td)(t) ~ (1-8) d(t) + b(t)

gives

1 (1-8) +!ooob(t) dt.

If 8 ~ 0 no further argument is necessary. If 8 > 0, let

.e (t) ~ ~ b( t) • Then .e (t) ~ 0, 1 ~ foo.e (t) dt, and (Td) (t)
o

(1-8) d(t) + 8.e(t). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

-We note that if T is the operator on absolutely continuous

distribution functions I corresponding to the operator T on densities,

the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be restated

(TI)(t) ~ (1-8) I(t) + 8L(t)

where L(t) is an absolutely continuous distribution function with

L(x) ~ 0 for x < O. Some related approaches leading to the same sort

of restriction are discussed by Blau (1961; see especially his Theorem 1

8



and Theorem 3, Corollary 1). The transformations considered in the work

that follows will be assumed to be of this form.

The first theorist to propose a learning model for a continuum of

responses employing such transformations was Suppes (1959). Most of the

differences between the development to follow and the development in

Suppes' paper stem from the differences in the classes of experimental

situations that we consider and the resulting differences in the con

straints that it seems natural to impose upon the form of the function

L(t) and its dependence upon the behaviors of the subject and

experimenter.

9



CHAPTER II

Assumptions of the Model

The assumptions of the model to be disclissed below may be stated

informally as follows: The entire effect of hon-reinforcement following

an IRT is a general decrease in the rate of r~sponding. Receipt of

reinforcement following an IRT of duration t results in a compromise

between two effects. The first of these is a tendency for the rate of

responding to increase. The second is an augmented tendency to emit

IRT's of duration approximately t.

n :: 1,k ,
n

n > 1t ,
n

It is convenient at this point to introduce some notation. We

the nth IRT random variable, and bydenote by

the reinforcement indicator random variable for the nth response, i.e.,

1 l'f the nth ,. f dresponse 18 reln orce J

k =
n

o otherwise

We denote by sn' n :: 1, the 2n-dimensional random vector (k , t ,
n n

swill
n

probability distribution of the

kn_l , tn_I' .• , , kl , t l ) which gives the entire history of IRT's and

reinforcements through the nth for an organism, Finally, the conditional

n+lst IRT given the history

be denoted by In+l(t/sn) for n > O. For n = 0 this symbol is to be

interpreted as Il(t) , the initial IRT distribution.

In view of our findings in Chapter I we consider the following

formalization of the assumptions sketched above.

10



The decrease in rate of responding accompanying non-reinforcement

th
of the n- response is represented in the model by averaging the "old"

IRT distribution In(tlsn_
l

) with FO(t), a smooth distribution with

very large mean, to obtain the "new" IRT distribution I n+l (t Isn). Thus

where 0 S eO < 1 in the event that k = O.
n

When an organism is con-

fined to a small experimental chamber in which the manipulandum for the

response to be recorded by the experimenter is very prominent, even if

this response is never reinforced the "random" movement of the organism

about the chamber will lead to occasional performance of the response.

The rate of performance of the response under these circumstances is

termed "operant level" in the free-responding literature. The distri-

bution FO has the conceptual significance of the IRT distribution when

the organism is responding at operant level, though this interpretation

may have to be stretched (or strained, as the case may be) if the theory

is to fit certain kinds of data. If responding at operant level is

conceived of as approximately a Poisson process, which seems reasonable

enough, FO would be taken to be exponential. This choice would be

unreasonable in so far as it is obviously impossible for an organism to

emit arbitrarily short IRT's in a given situation, but I don't believe

that the error thus introduced would be important in most applications.

thThe dual effect of reinforcement of the n- response is represented

in the model by averaging In(tlsn_l ) with (l-a) Fl(t) + aL(t,t
n

) to

get In+l(tlsn), i.e.,

11



where in the case k ~ 1.
n

is a smoQth distri-

bution function witb most of its mass near the origin, and its presence

in the above formula represents the tendency of the organism to speed up

after receipt of reinforcement. The conceptual significance of Fl is

that of a "full-throttle" IRT distribution- the distribution of IRT's

when the organism is responding as fast as it is able in the given

situation. Since Fl is concentrated near the origin it is clear that

we must be careful what behavior we assign to F
l

very near the origin.

This rules out an exponential distribution for the reason discussed

above in connection with FO' A gamma distribution with, of course, a

very small mean, would be much more appropriate.

The distribution L(',t) is assumed to be unimodal with mode at
n

t , and its presence in the above formula represents the increased ten
n

dency of the organism to emit further IRT' s in the neighborhood of t
n

following reinforcement of an IRT of duration t .
n

It seems reasonable

that the variance of L(',s) should increase with s. It will often be

convenient analytically to assume that L(t,s) is of the form

L( t, s) G( tis)

where G is a smooth distribution function with mode 1 and G(x) ~ 0

for x < O. This specialization does no violence to my intuitions

about L.

It is not too hard to convince oneself that receipt of reward after

a response has a greater effect upon the organism than non-receipt of a

12



reward. Within the framework of the model, this means that 8
1

> 80 ,

It is less clear a priori that the data from free-responding experiments

will demand that 8
1

> > 8
0

, but such is the case as will be seen below.

We will call the model described above the linear free-responding

model. We close this chapter with a summary of its assumptions:

where KO(t,s) FO(t) ,

K
l
(t, s) = ( l-ex) F1 (t) + aL( t, s) ,

L( • , s) has mode at s ,

FO' Fl , and L are smooth

jOOtdFO(t) > >jOOtdFl(t) ,
o 0

OS 8
0

< 1, o < 8
1

< 1, o<a<l ,

and 8
1

> > 8
0

•

More tentatively we have

(2) 1 - where

( )r-l -t"xt"x e dx where t" > 0, r > 1 ,

(4) and L(t,s) = G(t/s)

where G is a smooth distribution function with mode 1 and G(x) = 0

for x < O.

13



CHAPTER III

The Scope of the Model; Simple Contingent Schedules of

Reinforcement; a Recursion for I (t) ~ p(t <t)
n n

Though the linear free-responding model may be considered a theory

of the organism in the sense that it may be thought of as characterizing

the organism's response to any schedule of positive reinforcement, it is

easily seen that the variety of schedules for which one can expect the

model to predict behavior with even fair accuracy is severely ci.rcum-

scribed. The best way to get some feeling for these limitations is to

thconsider fixed-ratio schedules, where every n-- response is reinforced

(n fixed) and fixed-interval schedules, where the first response which

follows the last reinforcement by more than t seconds is reinforced

(t fixed). It is well known (see, for instance, Ferster and Skinner

(1957), chaps. 4 and 5) that after extended exposure to such schedules

rate of responding is observed to fall immediately after reinforcement

and then to increase gradually as the next reinforcement is approached

along the number-of-non-reinforced-response or temporal dimension

respectively. This is not very surprising, since on fixed-ratio and

fixed-interval schedules the organism is never reinforced for responses

immediately succeeding a reinforcement, but the model described above

will not behave in this way. We recall that in this model reinforcement

tends to increase the rate of responding while non-reinforcement tends

to decrease the rate of responding.

14



We may summarize this discussion by saying that the linear free-

responding model has only been endowed with the ability to "keep track

of" or "discriminate" one dimension, namely post-response time. Thus the

model is offered as an explanation of behavior only on those schedules

for which, roughly speaking, post-response time is the only dimension

worth discriminating. These are the schedules on which each response is

treated strictly on its own merit; more precisely, the schedules for

which there is a function u(t) such that

P(k ;llt ;t,s 1); u(t) for all t > 0
n n n-

where, for emphasis, let me say that u(t) does not depend on n or

sn_l' The term "simple contingent schedules" has often been used in the

literature of mathematical learning theory to describe analogous schedules

in other learning situations, and I will use this term here. The func-

tion u(t) will be called the reinforcement function of the schedule.

There is a large experimental literature dealing with particular schedules

of this sort, but to my knowledge this paper is the first to discuss this

class as such. It is hoped that this paper will call attention to the

significance of this class of schedules. We will restrict our attention

throughout the following chapters to simple contingent reinforcement

schedules with reinforcement functions that are piecewise continuous and

of bounded variation.

A basic theorem is the following:

Theorem 2. For n > 1

(6) ; (1-8 ) I (t) + I: ek!OOK (t,s) u. (s)
n n k;O 0 -K K

15
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where ul = u, Uo = 1 - U ,

and E (t)
n

(The kernels ~ are as defined in (1). As the notation indicates,

however, the theorem and proof do not depend essentially on the form of

~.)

= E[I +l(tls )J = E[(l-Sk ) I (tis 1) + Sk K (t,t )Jn " n n n- -l\. n
n n n

= E[E[(l-Sk ) In(tlsn_l ) + Sk ~ (t,tn) Isn_1J]
n n n

= E[E[(l-ek ) Isn_1J In(t/sn_l ) + E[ek ~ (t,tn) Isn_1J]
n n n

1
+ I

k=O

16



= I (t) - ( I: ek f 00 ~( s) dl (S») I (t)
n k=O 0 n n

_foo
o

1

L
k=O

+ ~ ekfoo
~(t,s) ~(s) dl (s)

k=O 0 n

where, in ambiguous cases, I have indicated the variable of integration

by a subscript on

or s:::::: 00 since

Also

d. But cov[l (s/s 1)' I (tis 1)] = 0 when s = 0n n- n n-

I (ols 1) = 0 and I (00 Is 1) = 1 for all sn_l'n n- n n-

Thus, integrating the covariance term by parts gives

1
I (t) + L

n k=O
dl (s)

n

I (tis 1)] dU(s)n n-

as claimed,

17



with (arbitrary) state space Z. Let t be the Borel

CHAPTER IV

Ergodicity

We will be concerned in this paper exclusively with long run or

steady-state behavior and in particular with the asymptotic IRT distri-

bution lim I (t) ~ I(t). Our present task is to show that such limits
nn--> 00

exist. To do this we apply the theory of chains of infinite order to the

stochastic process (tl,kl ), (t2,k2 ), (t
3
,k

3
), .... It is worth men

tioning first, however, that another approach to the asymptotic theory

of the linear free-responding model may be possible via the general

theory of discrete· parameter Markov processes. For any simple contingent

seen to be a Markov process with stationary transition probabilities in

the space of probability distributions on [0,00). We will, however,

make no use of this observation in what follows.

Let us now consider a discrete parameter stochastic process

Zl' z2' z3'

field of subsets E of Z for which transition probabilities

P(zn+l€E/Zn,zn_l"",Zl) are defined. We will denote the latter quantity

PE(zn,zn_l"",zl)' and, more generally, for any B€&k we will denote

by Pk,B(zn,zn_l"",zl) the quantity p((Zn+k""'Zn+l)€BIZn'Zn_l""'Zll.

We denote by '3-- the collection of all possible finite histories of the
00

process, i.e., ~ ~ U Zn. For any bounded function f on ~ whose
n~l

restriction to Zn is measurable with respect to t;n for each positive

integer n we define a new function Df by

18



where zn+l + in = (zn+l' zn"'" zl) if Jn = (Zn'"'' Zl) and where the

expectation E
Jn

is computed with respect to the probability measure

PE(Jn) defined above. It follows that

= E(k) f(z +. "+Z. +))
} n+k n+l n

n

where the expectation on the right is taken with respect to the proba-

bility measure Pk A(J n) defined above. At this point, the relevance,
of the operator U to the study of the asymptotic behavior of the

where EoEt, j = 1, ••• ,m yields
J

stochastic process Zl' z2' Zy

where EEt

becomes apparent, for

or more generally to f(Jn)

and
V o

P J(z +z +"'+z +~)Eo n+k n+k-l n+1 o'n
J

The quantities on the right are, respectivelYf the probabilities that

zn+k+lEE given J n and the cross moment of the

probabilities that zn+k+1EE1' zn+k+1EE2' ••• ,and zn+k+1EEm given )n'

Thus the study of the asymptotic behavior of the stochastic process

leads us to the study of ~f as We are fortunate

to have at our disposal the following result which modifies slightly a

powerful theorem due to C. Ionescu-Tulcea (1959),

19



Lemma. If--

00

(a) L e.
j=l J

<00 where

(b) ~ is 2: probability measure fl 2!! e: and 2: positive number A

for all

(c) lim o. = 0 where
j--7 oo J

~~ exists a constant
00

U f such that----

where-- I/fll+ = sup(l, suplf(}) I) ,
;}

0 4 L e. + sup o. ,n
jy J j':;:n J

and where r is any integer~ that

Thusd'f(}) --7 U
OO

f uniformly in } as n --7 00 •

We will apply this lemma to the stochastic process (kl,tl ),

(k2,t2), (k
3
,t

3
), ••• to obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. If 80 > 0 then for any positive integer m, real

numbers the limit

(8)

20



exists and does not depend.9E the (initial) distribution I
l

of t
l

,

Convergence is uniform in the xi's and in~ distribution of t
l

, We

~ the following estimate of~ rate of convergence

1 r 0+
1

[ 8~ J/,
where hO = 1 - 4'" ,rO = In 16(8

0
+8

1
) /In(1-80 ) ,

'" = EJO(l-Oi) f dFO(Y) , and S ~ ~ open interval in [0, 00)
S

Fo(Y) > F](Y) •

on which

(In connection, with the case 8
0

= 0 see the beginning of Section (ii)

of Chapter VI.)

Proof. 5 Let A be a (Borel) subset of ( _00 ,00 ) and Bc(O, 1). Then

Now

P(k +1 eB, t +1 eAls )n n n

= I!U.(y)dI+l(yIS)
ieB A l n n

for n > 1

as is easily seen by induction. Suppose that n', n" ::: f, > 1 and that

s'n' and are such that (k', .,t', .) = (k"" .,t"" .) for O:S j < f"n -J n -J n -J n-J

21



Then

Lf u. (y)dIl(y)
iEB A 1

n I_.e
+ 9

1
L

v=l
(1-9 )nl-v I: fU.(y)

o i=O A 1

nTl _£

+ 91 L
V=l

[

nl-.e (I) n"-.e (")]
+ 9 (1_9).e L (1-9) n -.e -v + L (1-9 ) n -.e -v

1 0 v=l 0 V=l 0

+ 2:~ (1-9 0 )£ ~ 2(l+:~} (1-9 0 )£ .

Thus (a) of the lemma is satisfied since E.e' the sup of the left-hand

side over all BXA and Sl and Sill! where (k'l oJ t'l .)
n I n ( 9) n -J.e n-J

(k"" ., t"" .) for 0 ~ J <.e is ~ 2 1+ 9
0

1
(1-9

0
) .

n -J n' -J

We will now prove that (b) is satisfied.

22



d Ie (y, t )y-K n
n

PBXA(sn) ~ i~BJAUi(Y) dln+l(ylsn)

~ i~B [(l-ekn) JAUi(y) dln(ylsn) + e\rJUi(Y) dYl<kn(y,tn)]

~ ek ).: fui(y)
n lE:B A

~ ek L [(l-k) fU.(y) dFO(Y)
n i€B n A 1

+ k (l-a) fU.(y) dFl(y)
n A 1

+ k afu.(y) dL(y,t )]
n A 1 n

L [(l-k ) fU.(y) Fa(Y) dy + k fU.(y) Fl'(Y) d Y].
iEB n A 1 n, A 1

The smoothness of Fa and Fi and the fact that these densities are not

identical imply the existence of an open interval 8=[0, 00) in which

L [(l-k) J: u. (y) F O' (y)
i€B n SnA 1

L J U. (y) FO' (y) dy
iEB SnA 1

dy + k f u. (y) FO' (y) dyJ
n SnA 1

Thus (b) of the lemma is satisfied if we take A. ~ eo(l-a) JdFO(Y) and
S

L f u.(y) dFo(Y)
i€B SnA 1",(BxA) ~ ="--;;:.;...;;"------

IsdFO(Y)

23



To verify (c) of the lemma we note that if SE((O, l} X [0, 00))£

then

= I .I
l

Ip~\A.(S+S~,)
2= l l l

In-
\ j=i+1

pvj (S+S") ) ,
B.XA. nil

J J

ill I v. v. I
< L: PB\A.(S+S~,) PB~XA. (s+s~,,) ",

i=l 1 1 1 1

ill

PB.XA . (s+s~,,)1< L: v. IPB XA (s+s' ,) -
l .. n

i=l 1 l' 1 1

ill
( ill

Vi)< L: V. E£ = L: E£
i=l 1 i=l

Thus 5£, the sup of the left-hand side over and sTl", is
n

S(IV')E'.i=l 1 <-

Since all of the hypotheses of the lemma are met we can deduce from

it that for any kE(O,l} and tE[o,oo)

l(tfTr P~~XA.) (k,t) - U
OO

J=l J J

m

n
j=l

< inf (5s +2h(~)-1)
-l<s< n\l-h

where sup 5.
j.?n J

and h 1 1, r h= - 1+ '" ,were r is any

integer such that 1
E,. <-8

J -
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But

Thus

m
u"n

j~l
[

m v. ]
~ E n p J(k +2EB .,t +2EA.1s +1) Ikl ~ k,t l ~t •

j~l n J n J n

m
U'" n

j~l

[

m V. ]
- E U'" ~l PB~XA. I

J~ J J

m
U'" n

j~l

S E[ inf (5~ +2h(~)-ll]
l<s <n 1 h

~ inf (5S + 2h(~)-1) .
l<s <n I-h

~ (0, 1), A. ~ (-"', x.), 1 S j S m and denoting
J J

(VI' ••• ,v )
by I m (Xl"" ,xm) we obtain

< inf (5s + 2h(~I-ll < 5<1;;> + 2h.frl-l
- I-h - 1 - h

l<s <n

where < Iii > is the largest integer <.frl
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We observe that

-5 = 4
s

Thus

(
m )2: E + sup 5 < 4 2: € + 2: v. sup E

q2s q q2s q- q2s q j=l J q2 s q

(
m 1( 8 1(1-8 ) s

:5 24 + .2: v. 1 + / 8 0
J=l J o· 0

(1-8 )J;-l + 2hIP-1 .o

Since 2:
j,?r

*We can thus take h = 1 - ~ A. r where r* is the smallest integer,? r O'

Then h
O

so that
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[
2 ( m) (8 0+1\)]:s 1 _ h 4 + .L V. 2

o J=l J 8o

as claimed.

27
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(10)

CHAPTER V

The Asymptotic IRT Distribution6

From (6) we obtain

I l(t) = (1-8 ) I (t) + 60(1-p ) FO(t) + (I-a) 61P Fl(t)n+ n n n n

+ a61 !""L(t,s) u(s) dI (s) + E (t)o n n

E (t)
n

(11)

(12)

By Theorem 3 the limits

I(t) lim In+l(t) and
n->""

C(s,t) lim cov[In(slsn_l)' In(t/sn_l )]
n->""

exist for all sand t. We note that

Thus, since u is

yields lim E (t)
n

n-> ""

of bounded variation, the dominated

= (6 -6 ) foo C( s,t) dU(s).
1 0, 0

28
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Recall that u was assumed piecewise continuous. Let

t l , t
2

, ••• , t m_l be its points of discontinuity, and let to = 0

and t = 00. Then
m

and (00 L(t,s) u(s)
'- 0

Since I (s) --> I( s) as n --> 00 uniformly in s it follows that
n

1(00) = 1. Thus, in view of the fact that u(· ) and L( t, .) u(·) are

continuous and bounded on each [ti,t i +
l

), the ReIly-Bray theorem (see

Loeve, 1963, p. 182) can be applied to each such interval to obtain

and

f OO m-lI: foo
L(t,s) u(s) dInts) --> .I L(t,s) u(s) dI(s) = L(t,s) u(s) dI(s)

o 1=0 [ti,t i +l ) 0

as n --> 00 • We have thus proved

Theorem 4. If 8
0

> 0 then

I(t) =

8 foo+ ct _1 L(t,s)
8 0

29

u(s) dI(s) + ~ E(t)
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and I(t) and C(s,t) ~ given by (11) and (12) respectively.

To facilitate our work with this equation we introduce some notation:

(14)
eo(l-p)

G(t) = ~---- FO(t) + (I-a)
e

+1: E (t)
e

for t >0

(16)

W(l)(t,S) = L(t,s) u(s) for t ::: 0, s ::: 0, and

13
ae

l
=

e

In these terms, (13) becomes

(17) I(t) = G(t) + 13 Joo W(l)(t,s) dI(s) .
o

This is essentially a Fredholm equation of the second kind. I write

"essentially" since G and 13 depend on I (through p) while G

depends directly upon the "unknown" error term E(t). Fortunately, these

departures from the conventional Fredholm equation will not prevent us

from applying standard techniques appropriate to the latter in order to

gain information about I(t).

Suppose that for some n > 0

(18) I(t) = G(t) + ~ 13k Joow(k)(t,s) dG(s)
k=l 0

30

+ 13 n+l J~(n+l)(t,s) dI(s)
o



where W(k)(t,s) is defined inductively by

(19) m>l

Then substituting expression (17) for 1(s) into the right side of (18)

we get

n+l foo
1(t) = G(t) + L: ~k W(k)(t,s) dG(s)

k=l 0

n+l foo ( )
= G(t) + L: ~k W k (t,s)

k=l 0
dG(s)

+ ~n+2 f~(n+2) (t, s) d1( s) .
o

Since for n = 0 (18) reduces to (17), we conclude by induction that (18)

is valid for all n > O.

Now 0 S W(l)(t,s) = L(t,s) u(s) S u(s). Suppose n > 1 and

31



Thus, for all n? 1,

Therefore 0 ::::fooW(n+l)(t,S) dI(s)
o

It follows that

< (sup U)n foou(s) dI(s) =
o

(sup U)n p .

n foo ..
/I(t) - G(t) - L 13 k W(k)(t,S) dG(s) I:::: (3p((3

k=l 0

sup U)n .

The term on the right converges to 0 as n --> 00

8
1

if ex - sup u < 1 or
8

1

In summary we have

Theorem .2. If

8
= -.L... + --.2 (l-p)

!,up u sup u 8
1

sup u

(21)
8

ex < _p_ + --.2 (l-p)
sup u 8

1
sup u

32
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I(t)

(22)

+ ~ E(t)
8

+ (l-a)

A few questions remain since p = f'" u( s) dI( s) and E( t) are, in
o

general, still unknown. First, is the range of convergence producing

the very least we are always allowed (a:

(X's

At

8
0

8
1

too

specified by the theorem adequate for applications of the model?

80 1
(X < e (sup u) - }, but

1

has been assumed to be quite small, so this interval would often be

restrictive. I will now offer an intuitive argument to the effect

that the cases in which large or small values of a are required in

applications are precisely those in which

_P_ + 80 i1.:.::.:cl = d
sup u 8

1
sup u

is large or small, respectively. Let us rewrite d as follows:

d = J~'"w( s) dI( s)
+ 80 (l-p)

81 sup u

where w(s) = u(s) may be described as the relative reinforcement
sup u

8
0availability function. Since e is very small, the cases when d is
1

small are, roughly speaking, the cases when f:(s) dI(s) is small, which
o

are, in turn, the cases in which asymptotically the organism is not doing

33



much responding in the region where the relative reinforcement availability

w(s) is high. These are, however, the cases in which we think of a,

which measures the organism's capacity to adapt to his environment, as

being low. This completes the argument. The conclusion is that if we

choose a sensibly (from a psychological point of view) the Neumann

series expansion of I(t) given by Theorem 5 will probably be available

to us.

I believe that the function

is negligible for most schedules of interest. However the only schedules

for which I can prove that this quantity is negligible are those for

which TVu, the total variation of u, is very small. The negligibility

of 0(t) for such schedules is seen from the following theorem.

Theorem 6.

e
l

J+1 C'!-e sup u

2 e
l

1 - a- sup
e

2£, more crudely,

(el~eO) (1
e
l

) (TVu)<1
a~ sup u

(25) Ie:(t) I + e
-4 ell_a = sup ue

34



(The reason that TVu must be very small for this last bound to be useful
8
1
-8

0
8
1is that e may be close to 80 so that may be close to - - 1,

8 80
which has been assumed to be large.)

Proof.

= I (t)(l-I (t))
n n

(26) IE(t) I = lim IE (t) I
n

n->oo

Next we turn our attention to

00 ( 8 )kJOO2: ex _1 W(k)(t,s) dE(s)
k=l 8 0
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S E[(JO
OO

W(k)(t,S)

[( 1 k2] 1 2kS E "2 (sup U») = '4 (sup u) .

It follows that



so that

The conclusion is that

(27) I I (ex ~l)k fooW(k)(t,S) dE(s) I
k=l e 0

This and (26) complete the proof of the theorem.

It should be noted that when TVu is small we can approximate p

in (21) and (22) by p* = inf u + ~ (sup u - inf u). The corresponding

error is bounded by

Ip - p*1 = I foo (u(t)-p*) dIrt) I::: suplu(t) - p*1 (00dIrt)
o c 0

1:::"2 TVu

Incidentally, the case TVu = 0, i.e., u(t) =p has been studied

experimentally as we shall see later.

AlSO, we note that if E(t) is negligible in (22) then we can

upon unknown

P by taking differentials on both sides

Finally we mention here that when

of this equation and

taking note of the fact that f~I(t) = l.
eO 0

ex and- are small and ,g(t)e
l

is negligible the dependence of the ,right side of (22)

integrating from 0 to 00

determine

quantities disappears as we shall see in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER VI

More on the Error $(t): Some Special Cases

is

(i) a=O, 6 0 0 In this case the basic stochastic process

if k 0
n

~OO

We will assume that fl = min[J:(S)dIl(S), J~(S)d.Fl(S)] > 0 .

o 0

Let us now suppose inductively that for some n > 1 and sn-l

we have Joo u(s)dIn(s !sn_l) :: fl· Then if k n = 0

o

Also, if kn = 1

= foo u(s)dIn(slsn_l) :: fl

o

(1-61 ) Joo u(s)dIn(s!sn_l)

o

00

+ 6 1 J u(s)d.Fl(s)

o

Thus we have
00

=J U(S)dIn(sl sn_l) :: fl > 0

o
for all

nand sn_l' It is well known that this implies that P(I kn 00) = 1 .
i=l



Obviously this entails

The dominated convergence theorem then gives lim In(t) = Fl(t) and
n-> 00

lim COV[In+l(t!sn) , In+l(S!sn)] = O. It follows that (22) is valid
n-> 00

with E(t) '" 0

For later reference we note that

(28) P lim Joo u(s)dIn(s) = Joo u(s)dFl(S)
n-> 00

0 0

( ii) a: > 0 eO o . In this case the basic stochastic process

is
if k = 0

n

My guess is that if "' = min [J 00 u(s)

o
dIl(S) ,Joo

u(s) dFl(S)] > 0

o
then ergodicity in the sense of (8) obtains in this case, but·I have

been unable to prove this. 7 Nevertheless it is both interesting and

possible to investigate

as n becomes large.

It is easily seen that
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and the random variable i m gives the index of

the IRT which receives the mth reinforcement so that

Ther.efore

.40



By Minkowski's inequality

+ a (J

00

Assuming that p(I kv = 00) = 1 the first term on the right goes to 0
v=l

as n ~oo by the dominated convergence theorem. Also

Thus cr

We conclude that lim
n..... 00

< lim
n~ 00

fOOl cov[Yn(t) , Yn(s)] IdTVu(s)

o

< lim
n..... 00

cr[Yn(t)] J00 cr[Yn(s)] dTVu(s)

o

< lim cr[Yn(t)] lim
n--7 00 n---7 00

Joo cr[Yn(s)] dTVu(s) < t- a2TVu

o
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Thus lim If 00 cov[In(tl sn-l) , In(sl "n-l)] d.u(s) I vaniBhes up to
n---7 00 0

terms of second order in a when a is small.

(iii) a = 0 , BO > 0 Here the basic stochastic process is

There are no problems of ergodicity in this case - Theorem 3 applies.

Since the asymptotic distributions of the stochastic process do not

depend upon the initial distribution we may assume that II = FO ' Then

certainly correct when n = 1, and its correctness for any n > 1 implies

that the coefficient of Fl(t) in In+l(t!sn) is (l-Bkn) an(sn_l)

+ knB l = an+l(sn) as required. Thus

The transition probabilities for the Bush-Mosteller type Markov process

(anl are given by

,',00

P(an+l = (l-Bl ) an + Bllan) = J u(t) dIn(t\sn_l)

o

= (l_an)joo u(t) dFo(t) +a
n

foo u(t) dFl(t),

o 0

P(an+l = (l-BO) an\an ) = (I-an) (ljOO u(t)

o
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We note that the probabilities of transition from an are linear in

an The process (an) is among those studied by Karlin (1953).

I have unfortunately been unable to find a useful upper bound for

lim var an(sn_l) .
n-> 00
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CHAPTER VII

Approximation to· the Asymptotic IRT Distribution for

eO
Small a and Small when ~(t) is Negligibleel

Throughout this section we will assume that the error term .;( t)

given in (23) is negligible and write r(t) for the remaining terms in

(22) . We make the change of variables (el' eO) -->(e l ' :~) = (el,1;)

in Itt) obtaining

Here p and thus r(t) depend upon a, S, and e l . We will regard

e l as fixed throughout the following discussion and consider these terms

as functions r(t a, S) and p(a, S) of a and S only. We

will assume that p(a, S) is differentiable in ((a, s) a> o's > 0,

a
2

+ s2 < € J . for some € > 0 , that this function has a differentiable

extension into an open neighborhood of (0, oj , and that a = prO , 0)

= f'" u(s) dFl(s) > O. These assumptions clearly imply that

o
r(t; a, s) is a differentiable function of a and S in

(a , S) : a > 0, S > 0, a2 + s2 < oj for some 0 > 0, and that

this function has a differentiable extension into an open neighborhood
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of (0, 0) , Out goal is to find the first order approximation I(t)

to I(t ; a ,~) for small a and ~,2,.-,<::'

(30) I(t) = I(t;a,~) = I(t;O,O) o - I+ da I(t;a,~) a
a (0,0)

0-1+ o~ I(t;a,U ~

(0, 0)

From Section (i) of Chapter VI and especially (28) we have

I(t;O,o) = I(t;O,O) = Fl(t) -

Also o - Ida I(t;a, U
(0,0)

= ~ I(t-a 0)1
da " 0:=0

d
= da( l-a) (~) k J00 W(k)

°
d[(l-a) Fl(s)]1

a=O

00 [ k-l 1
= - Fl(t) + L: ka k

k=l P

- Fl (t) + p(~,o) foo w(l) (t,s) dFl (s)

°



Finally

= - FI(t) + if'" L(t,s) u(s) dFI(s) .

°
() - I d - Idf I(t;a,r;) = d" I(t;O,r;)

s (0,0) S 1;=0

f(I-P) ) I F (t)
" I-p)+p I
S 1;=0

B t d f(I-P)
u dl; I; I-p)+p =

d d
[r;(1-p)+p] d( ll;(l-p)] - [r;(1-p)] d(ll;(I-P)+P]

2(I;(I-p) + p)

ddP -- "(I-p) - t,(I-p) -- pd( S d(
2(t,(I-p) + p)

p( I-p) d
t,(I-P)dr; p

2(t,(I-p) + p)

dp(l-p) - t, -- P
dr;

2(t,(I-p) + p)

Therefore

()I) I(t) = FI(t) + (if'" L(t,s) u(s) dFI(s) - FI(t))a

°
+ (I~a) (FO(t) - FI(t))t,
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where a = J00 u(s) dFl(s) . We note that I(t) does not depend on 81 ,

o

The most illuminating way of writing I(t) is the following:

where

I(t) = (l-a-~) Fl(t) + ~FO(t) + a H(t)

jOOL(t,S) u(s) dF
l

(s)
l-a Dt, and H( t) = -=----::------

a foo u(s) dF
l

(s)

o

This shows that I(t) is a weighted average of the "full-throttle"

distribution Fl , the "operant level" distribution FO ' and the

distribution H. To get some feeling for H, let us consider its den_

sity h = H' writing it as

JOO £(t,s) u(s) fl(s) ds

(33) h(t) 0

J00 u(s) fl(s) ds

o

where

(34) £( t, s) ddt L(t,s) and f l Fi·

Now for fixed s,

of its mass around

some t, then

£(', s) has been assumed to be a density with most

s. It follows that, if Joo£(t,s) ds <00 for

o

itt, .)/joo£(t,s) ds

o
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is a density with most of its mass around t. Thus if u(s) fl(S) is

temperate (i.e. has small variation) in the vicinity of t it follows

that

J'" .e (t, s) ds J'" u(s) fl (s) .e(t,s) ds

h(t)
0 0

f'" j'"u(s) fl(s) ds .e(t,s) ds

0 0

J'" .e (t, s) ds
. 0

j"'u(s) fl(S) ds

o

u(t) f l (t) .

Under the assumption (4) we have .e(t,s) G'(!:).!: so that
s s

ds =f '" G"( i )~s =J'" G' (z) ~Z • 1

o 0

since G' has most of

its mass around 1. Thus we can write

(36) h(t) _ u(t) fl(t)/~ 00 u(s) fl(S) ds .

o

From this it can be seen that large values of u(t) representing regions

of high reinforcement availability are reflected in large values of

h(t) . Thus the measure dB has a tendency to concentrate in regions

of high reinforcement availability. It may be described as an adaptive

component of the asymptotic IRT measure

'"dI = (l-a-~) dFl + ~dFO + adH .



We note that under the assumption (4) we have for n > 0

u(s) dFl (s) ~J'" tndt J"'G (~) u(s) dF l (s)

o 0

""so that we have the following simple formula for the moments of I

(37) (l-a-t3) J'" tndFl(t) + t3 J'" tndFo(t)

o 0

If

(38) J"'ZdG(Z)

o
1

as we shall often assume we have the following even simpler formula for

the asymptotic mean IRT



(l-O:-fJ)f'" tdF1 (t)

o

+ ex
J'" su(s)

o

f'" u(s)

o
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CHAPTER VIII

Applications

The asymptotic IRT distribution studied in the preceding chapters is

an ensemble average. The ergodic theorems needed to justify the application

of this distribution to averages over data from a single subject as is

done consistently in this chapter have not been proved. We have, however,

proceeded on the assumption that such applications are justified.

(i) Random-ratio schedules of reinforcement.

The random-ratio schedule of reinforcement with reinforcement proba-

bility p is the simple contingent schedule with reinforcement function

u(t) =p. Our analysis of this schedule rests upon a particularly firm

foundation since in this case ~(t) =0 so that I 1. The small CX,

small ~ approximation I to I in this case is

(40)

where ~

assuming, as we shall throughout this chapter, that L(t,s) = G(t/s).

The extremely crude "temperate u( s) f
l

(s)" approximation (36) to H' (t)

reduces in this case to H'(t) - fl(t). Thus

where f. = F~
1 1
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Assuming now that ~ is small (i.e., S is small in comparison with

p), and noting that we have assumed that fO(t) is something like
-~ t

~Oe
0 where ~O is very small so that sup fO(t) is small, we conclude

t>O

that the gross appearance of I' (t) is similar to that of fl(t) on this

schedule, that is, gamma-like. Asymptotic IRT distributions of this

general character were obtained by Brandauer (1958, Fig. 4, p. 29) in his

study of key pecking in the pigeon under food reinforcement.

The small (J" small S, J'ootdG(t) ~ 1 formula (39) for the
o

asymptotic mean IRT reduces in the present case to

where M. ~ rOOtdF.(t), i ~ 1, 2. (This is, incidentally, consistent
leO l

with the approximatiqn to I(t) discussed in the preceding paragraph.)

(41)

as the function giving the mean asymptotic IRT for various values of p,

the probability that any given response will be reinforced. Obviously

'"M decreases as p increases - the organism is supposed to speed up as

he is reinforced more frequently. This was not observed in Brandauer's

experiment for moderate and large values of p. Mean IRT's for all three

of his birds decreased substantially as p was decreased from 1 to .1

and decreased a bit further when, p was further decreased from .1 to .02.
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I attribute this to a disruptive effect of reinforcement upon performance

of this sort - reinforcement breaks the momentum of behavior, so to

speak - and this affects response rate noticeably when reinforcement

occurs frequently. However, su~h subtleties are beyond the ken of the

linear free-responding model, and we will have to content ourselves with

application of the model to the extreme lower range of p values.

Sufficient data from this lower range are available from Pigeons 14 and

15 in Brandauer's experiment.8 These data .are presented in Tables 1 and

2 along with corresponding predictions of the model. 9 The parameter

/\ /\
= V + ~.

in

method of least squares.

was obtained by the formula

been obtained by the

/\
M

l

have
/\
V

estimate
eO

t, = _. were obtained by assuming thate
l /\< 100 sec. and substituting ~ for ~

/\
estimates ~ and

The "bounds" :for

10 sec. < MO - ~

t, = ~/MO - MI'

The corresponding

Table 1

Mean IRT's (M) for various values of p for Bird 14

in Brandauer's experiment and predictions

of the linear free-responding model.

/\ /\ /\
.377XIO-5 < t,

eO -4
V = .328, ~ = .000377, Ml = .328377, =-< •377xlOel

M (sec.)
A /\

l/p (sec. )p V ;+- ~

.020 .31 .35

.010 .37 .37

.005 .46 .40

.0025 .46 .48
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Table 2

Mean IRT's (M) for various values of p for Bird 15

in Brandauer's experiment and predictions of

the linear free-responding model,

<) = .20273, .~ = .000211, Ul = .202941, .211XIO- 5 < ~ < .211XIO-
u

1\ 1\
lip (sec.)p M (sec.) V + fl

.020 .21 .21

.010 .22 .22

.005 .23 .24

.0025 .34 .29

.00167 .30 .33

The very small magnitude of ~ indicated by these data is note-

worthy. The interested reader should consult Brandauer's paper for more

details regarding the measurements discussed above.

(ii) Random-interval schedules of reinforcemenL

Millenson (1963) describes a reinforcement programming apparatus

such that the n!E response reinforced is the first response which occurs

T seconds or more after the n_lst reinforcement where (T) is a
n n

s",quence of independent random variables with a common exponential distri

bution F (t) = 1 - e-yt • We will use his term random-interval schedule
T

for such a reinforcement regime. lO I will now show that the random-

interval schedule is a simple contingent schedule with reinforcement

( )
-ytfunct ion u t = 1 - e .

Implicit in the definition of this schedule is the assumption that

P(k =olt =t) = P(T >t) = e-yt . Suppose now that n > 1 and that
1 1 1



s
n-l is a history with k 1 ~ 0, 000 , k· ,~O, k '1 ~ 1,n- n- XI n-Xt-

n-£-l
I k.
j~l J

m

P(k ~O It ~t & s 1) ~ P(T >t+t* +00 o+t* IT >t* +0. o+t* )
n n n- m+l n-l n-k m+l n-l n-k

~ P(T
m
+

l
>t)

-'Vt;:: e I

This proves my assertiono

The small (1" small 1;, foo tdG(t) ~ 1 formula (39) for the
o

asymptotic mean IRT specializes in this case to

(42)

(43)

We will be interested below in the case in which y, the rate of reinforce

ment, is very small. Thus we will develop an approximation to Mfor

small yo
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Since e-Ys = 1 - yS + E(y,S) y2s2

by Taylor's theorem we have 1 _ e-Ys =

where Idy,s) I :s ~ for s > 0

2 2
ys - E(y,S) Y s. Therefore

where 16( y) I :s ~ , and

where Iv(y) I :s~. Thus for small y

so that the second term in the expression (43) for M is approximately

f
o
"'s2dFl (s) -(fo"'sdFl(s)r

f
o
'" sdFl (s)

a.

Assuming, to get some idea of the order of magnitude of the term in

brackets, that (3) holds we find that this term is equal to



But we have assumed thatMl is small, and we have assumed that ex is

small. Thus OMl is very small and we will neglect the quantity

which OM
l

dominates in all further calculations.

Next we note that

as y ~ O. Thus for small y we have the following approximation to the

asymptotic mean IRT:

(44) M~ v + w l/y

where v M - (M -M ) I;-"- 0 1
and (so that

As far as I know, there are no data in the literature on rates of

responding on random-interval schedules as a function of y. However

data on rates of responding on a similar "variable-interval" schedule

have recently been r~ported by Catania and Reynolds (1963). In Catania's

and Reynold's schedule of food reinforcement the sequence
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deterministic and periodic with period 15. The phase of this sequence

was varied from experimental session to experimental session. The values

of the T were the first 15 non-negative integer multiples of a constant
n

number T of seconds. Different rates of reinforcement were obtained

by varying A cycle of TiTn
values was 14, 8, 11, 6, 5, 9, 2, 13,

7, 1, 12, 4, 10, 0, 3. One would not have expected Catania's and

been a(T )
n

sequence of independent random variables all uniformly distributed on

Reynold's pigeons to have behaved much differently had

[0, 14T]; thus the asserted "similarity" to Mil1enson's schedule. I will

now go a step further and assume that the difference between uniform and

exponential distributions with the same mean 7T = l/y is immaterial as

far as the rate of responding problem is concerned (at least at the level

of crudeness at which we have approached this problem), and I will thus

apply the mean IRT formula (44) to Catania's and Reynold's birds. Com-

parisons of theory and data for three of the six pigeons appear in

separately for each bird.

1\ 1\
v and w were obtainedTable s 3 - 5. 11 The least squares estimates

1\
The quantities M

l
and ------(MO-Ml ) S were then

obtained by the formulas

1\ /\ 1\
(46) M

l = v/l - w

-------- 1\/\ /\
(MO-Ml ) s = wv/l - w

Finally, the "bounds" for S given in the tables were obtained by

supposing that 10 sec. < MO - Ml < 100 sec.
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Table 3

Predicted and observed mean IRT's for Bird 118

in Catania's and Reynold's experiment.

o= .4565, 0 = .00294, ~1 = .4578, .135xl0-4 :s ~ :s .135Xl0-3

1/y (sec.) M(sec.) 1\ 1\ /v + w 1 y (sec.)

12.0 ·51 .49

23·5 ·55 ·53

45.5 .60 ·59

108 .70 .77

323 1.43 1.41

Table 4

Predicted and observed mean IRT's for Bird 129

in Catania's and Reynold's experiment .
1\ 1\ 1\
v = .8333, w = .00240, Ml =.8353,

1/y (sec.) M (sec.)

• 2XlO-4 :s ~ :s .2XlO-3

1\ 1\
v + W l/y (sec.)

12.0 .71 .86

23·5 .96 .89

45.5 .97 .94

108 .94 1.09

216 1.71 1.35

427 1.71 1.86
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Table 5

Predicted and observed mean IRT's for Bird 279

in Catania's and Reynold's experiment.

~ .856, ~ = .00287, Ql = .8585, .246XlO-4 S sS .246XlO-3

l/y (sec.) M (sec.) ~ + 0 l/y (sec.)

l2.0 .88 .89

23.5 .98 ·92

45.5 .97 ·99

l08 L08 Ll7

216 L54 L48

427 2.07 2.08

(iii) Schedules that differentially reinforce low rates of

responding.

Consider the three parameter family of simple contingent schedules

with reinforcement functions

(47) u(t)
o 0 S t < "l' "2 S t S 00

When p = land 'T ::;; 00

2
such schedules are referred to as DRL (for

differential reinforcement,of low rates) schedules. When p = land

T2 <00 these schedules are called DRL LH (for differential reinforcement

of low rates with "limited hold" - the "hold" being the interval

[Tl' T 2), the "limited" referring to the fact that "2 < 00) schedules.

The investigations of Sidman (l956a, 1956b) and Kelleher, Fry, and Cook
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(1959) have demonstrated clearly that organisms learn to "space" their

responses on DRL and DRL LH as of course they must if they are to be

reinforced. As was pointed out earlier, in the introduction to this

paper, this fact weighs heavily against the models of Estes (1950) and

of Bush and Mosteller (1951). Now it is time to ask whether the present

model fares any better vis ~ vis this fact.

Qualitatively speaking it is clear that an organism behaving according

to the linear free-responding model can adapt at least fairly well to this

reinforcement regime. But quantitative comparison of model and data

involves several difficulties. First, my experience working with the

model leads me to believe that the negligible <% (t) approximation may not

be appropriate for DRL and DRL LH schedules. The situation in this regard

is probably slightly improved by conisdering the schedules with reinforce-

obtain smaller t.

ment functions By cutting down the

appropriate value of

and thus, Theorem 6 suggests,

is not large.pwhere

down TVu
'f1,oo,p

Another problem is that the

u
'T1,OO ,p

can cutwepvalue of

for these schedules is plainly not very small. The impressive adaptive-

ness shown by organisms on these schedules demands a substantial value

of a. Thus the small a approximations developed in the previous

chapter are in some measure inappropriate.

Having thus given grounds for skepticism concerning the negligible

g and small a approximations for these schedules I will now proceed

to use these approximations anyway_ The histogram in Fig. 2 isthe

same one that appeared in Fig. 1 but for the fact that the scale on the

ordinate has been halved so that the area under the histogram is 1. The
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histogram is thus roughly comparable to the asymptotic IRT density, also

presented in Fig. 2, from the linear free-responding model with

(48) ·03
£(t,s) = dt L(t,s) = s X[5/6,7/6j(t!s) ,

and 1cx=
2

(which choices were made by trial and error and, particularly in the case

of £(t,s), on the basis of ease of computation.) This density is

(49)

where

-,
1 (t) = (l-CX-~) flit) + ~fO(t) + CXh(t)

(50) 6
hit) = 13

-12(1 t-l) -12(1 t-l)
e 7 -e 5

-12(1 t-l)
1 -e 5

if 7:5:t

o if

The expression for hit) is obtained from (33) as follows:

= ~ {12e-
12

+ c!:oo2e-
2t

dt}

=3{12e-12 + e-12} = 2~ e-12
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· 6 f""Also, if 6 ~ 7 t, < 0 £(t,s) u(s) fl(s) ds

[
_8 t -1,g t]12 7 5

~ - e -e 0

5

If .§t<6<.§t
7 - - 5

[
-12 _l~ t]

e -e 0

Finally, if .§ t < 6
5 - , J""£(t,S) u(s) fl(S) ds ~ O. Thus

o

6
h(t) ~ 13

-12(lt-l) -12(lt-l)
e 7 -e 5

-12(lt-l)
1 -e 5

as claimed.

o if t ~ 5
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Fig. 2. Predicted and observed IRT densities for Bird 9 for 3 consecutive daily

sessions on the simple contingent schedule with reinforcement function u6 4' Dots,00,.

give 'che asymptotic IRT density predicted by the linear free-responding model. Areas

within blocks with solid borders give proportions of observed IRT's in the corresponding

2 second intervals.



The value of S corresponding to the above choice of ~ is

-5approximately .8X10 •

More information about the experiment during which these data were

collected is presented in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A

An Ergodic Theorem for Suppes' Continuous Linear Model

The Suppes continuous linear model generates sequences

Xl' X2 ' '0' and Yl , Y2 , ••• of response and reinforcement random

variables which take on values in a real interval W. Let P(~+l<x/sn),

where s (Y, X , Y l' Yl , Xl) be denoted by J +l(xls ).n n n n- n n

For n = a this symbol is to be interpreted as J 1(x) = P(Xl < x). It is

assumed that

(l-e) J (xis 1) + eK(x,Y ), n > 1 ,
n n- n

where K(',y) is a distribution concentrated on W for any fixed y in

W, and a < e < 1. For motivation of these assumptions and a description

of the "prediction" experiment to which the model has been applied see

Suppes (1959).

Theorem 7 follows from the lemma in Chapter IV in much the same way

that Theorem 3 does. We denote the conditional density of Yn given

X , Y l' X l' .. , , Yl , Xl by f ('/X , Y l' X l' ... , Yl , Xl)'n n- n- n n n- n-

Hypotheses (i) and (ii) give conditions on the reinforcement regime. The

first condition is dependence of the reinforcement distribution on a

fixed number of the most recent responses of the subject and experimenter.

The second condition is existence of a non-trivial history-independent

component of the reinforcement distribution.
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Theorem 1. If

(i) there is ~ non-negative integer q and a function f on ~q+l

such that, for n > q

f (yIX,y l'X l' .•• ,Xl ) ~ f(yIX,Y l' .•. ,X ( l)'Y )n n n- n- n n- n- q- n-q

(~if q ~ 0 the right~ is to be read f(y)), ~

(ii) there e~ists a y > 0 and ~ density function g(y) on W such

that f (yIX,y 1" •• ,Xl ) > yg(y)n n n- - then for any positive

integer m, real numbers X EW,
m

exists~~ .!J21 depend.2!! the (initial) distribution J1 of Xl'

Convergence is uniform in the x.'s and in the distribution of Xl'
J - - -- -'---'--.:-...:.:-...::.=

We

have the following estimate of the rate of convergence:---- -------

[

m V., ] (Vl ' ••• , V )
lETT J ~2(x.ls +1) - J m (xl, ... ,x)1

j~l n J n m

1
m 1 1 (1-8) In

~ 24 + LV. -:;""l--""h- --8-
i~l l 0

for all where

and
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Proof. We apply the lemma to the stochastic process zl = Xl'

z2 = (Yl'X2 ), z3 = (Y2 ,X
3

), z4 = (Y3'X4 ), ••• , The notation ) n will

be used for (z,z l, ••• ,zl)'
n n-

Let D and E be Borel subsets of (- 00, 00). Then

(l-e)f·(f d J(XIY+1 )) f (y~ ) dy
D E x n dn n n

f(yI1)dy
n 'n

Thus (b) of the lemma is satisfied with hey and

I-l(DXE) = J~( J~ dxK(X,y)) g(y) dy •

We next note that

If n', n" ::: /, > q and }~, and }~" are such that Zl, •
n -J
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= '('(f d e ni-\l-e)~(X,Yll_k»)f l(yj~I,) dyUD E x k=O n n:1" n

-1(1 d e ni-l(l_e)~(x'Y""_k»)f ,(Ylq',) dy/
D E x k=O n n (fn

where y', =y" II = Y
n n

= 1('( C d e ni-\l-e)~(x,YI'_k»)f ,(y/-1 ' ,) dyUD JE x k=£+l n n In

I ( n" 1 )- Ide I- (l-e)~(x'Y""_k) f ,(yl1..' ,) dyj
D E x k=£+1 n n d'n

+ e ni-
1

(1_e)k/ (' (I d K(X,y""_k») f ,(y/~ I,) dyl
k=£+1 UD E x n n (f n

::; 2e(1_e)£+1 I (l_e)k-(£+l) < 2(1_e)£+1
k=£+l -

Thus (a) of the lemma is satisfied with E£::; 2(1_e)£+l, £ >~, E£ ::; 1,

£ ::; ~.

m v.
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3 we see that f(J) = ~PD~XE.(~)

J=l J J a
satisfies (c) of the lemma in Chapter IV ~ith

c. ::; 2( I v.) (l_e)j+l, j > ~
J i=1 l

Thus we conclude that for any XEW

and c.::;( ~ v.), j::;~
J .LeI l1::;:

I(~ ~ P~~XE.)(X) -
J=l J J

::; inf (:~h + 2hl~l-l)
l<s <n
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where 0 = 4 L E. +
s j.2: s J

such that L E.::: g.
j.2: r J

sup o.
j.2: s J

But

and h = 1 - ~ A
r

, where r is any integer

Thus

::: inf (~~h + ~Jil-l)
l<s <n

just as in the proof of Theorem 3.

Taking D. = W, E. = (- 00, x
J
.) and denoting

J J

we obtain

< inf (~+ 2h(~I-l):::5
- 1< s<n l-h

/ Fn-l
< Ih > 1 - h + 2h

where < Fn >

we have, for

is the largest integer::: Fn. As in the proof

~ ( m ) ( ) s+1
s > q, 6 ::: 2 4 + LV. l~fJ . Since if

s i=l l

of Theorem 3

r > q,

( ) r+l
" <2~L,E._ fJ '

j.2: r J
it follows that

10

L E.
j.?r J

<];
- 8 if



(
a )In lb

r ::max In(l-a) - l, g+l = r O '

2
It follows just as in the proof of Theorem 3 that for n:: (g+l)

IE[tI J~~2(Xj IJn+l)] - /V
l
,··· ,V

m
) (Xl'" .,Xm) I

S 2( 4 + Jl Vi) -::l-_...:l:"'h-
O

Q.E,D.



APPENDIX B

The Asymptotic Joint Distribution of Two Successive IRT's

We note that

p( t 1 <w, t < v lSI)n+ . n n-

1

L:
i=O

I +l(wli, x,s 1) u.(x) dI (xis 1)n n- 1 n n-

Thus

=I
o

v Jo [(l-ei ) In(W/Sn_l )

+ e.K.(w,x)] u.(x) dI (xis 1)
1 1 1 n n-

p(t +1 < w,t < v) = E[P(t 1 < w,t < vis 1)]n n n+ n n-

=} V(l_ I: e.u.(x)) d E[I (xis 1) In(w[sn_l)]a i=O l l X n . n-

J
v 1

+ L: e.u.(x) K.(w,x) dI (x)
a i=O l l l n

so that

1
L: e.u.(x) K.(w,x)

i=O l l l

(Bl) lim P(tn+l < w,tn < v)
n.... 00

1

L:
i=O

e.u.(x)) d I(2)(x,w)
l l x

dI(x)

where r(2)(x,w) = lim E[In(xlsn_l ) In(wlsn_l )]. Thus it remains only
n.... oo

to determine r(2)(x,y).



Now

= Ef(I (xis 1) I (Yls l)l {f"" I: (1_e.)2 u.(z) dI (zls I)}]n n- . n n- ~ 1 n. n-O i=O

+ E [f
o

""

+ E [J~""

+E[f:

1

L
i=O

1

L
i=O

1

L
i=O

(I-e.) e.u.(z) K.(y,z) d I (zls 1) In(XISn_l )]
1 1 1 1 Z n n-

e~ u.(z) K.(y,z) K.(x,z) dI (zls 1)] ,
1 1 1 1 n n-·

Let us assume that the difference between the first term and

1

L
i=O

2(I-e.) u.(z) dI (z)
l l n

is negligible, This is the same sort of approximation as the negligible

~(t) approximation in the text, and as in the case of the negligible

~(t) approximation no error is introduced if u(t) =p. We then obtain
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= E[I (xis 1) I (yls 1)] r'"n n- n n- , 0

2(I-e.) u.(z) dI (z)
l l n

+f'" I (I-e.) e.u.(z) K.(x,z) d E[I (zls 1) I (yls 1)]o i=O l l l ~ Z n n- n n-

(
'" 1

+ L: e~ u.(z) K.(y,z) K.(x,z) dI (z)
Co 0 i=O l ~ l ~ n

or passing to the limit

(B2)

where ~ =['"
, 0

1

L:
i=O

2(I-e.) u.(z) dI(z), Q(y,z)
l l

1

L:
i=O

(1-~) R(x,y) = f'"
o

2e. u.(z) K.(y,z) K.(x,z) dI(z) ,
l l l l

and I(t) is to be regarded as known. This equation may be rewritten

(1) )where M (x,yjV,W = Q(y,v) X( )(w) + Q(x,v) X( )(w).
-co ,x -oo,y
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An argument like one of those leading up to Theorem 5 gives us the

Neumann series

(B4)

if

'" kf'" f'"I(2)(x,y) = R(x,y) + I (1: ) M(k)(X,y;V,W) dR(v,w)
k=l "' 0 0

where the iterated kernels

the formula

are obtained recursively from M(l) by

'(B6)

We will now prove that (B5) holds at least in the case

ui(t) =Pi' Po + Pl = 1, eO > O. First we note that 0 S M(l)(x,y;V,w)

1
< 2 I (l-e.) e.p. =A.o Suppose inductively that

i=O l l l

(B7)

Then by (B6)

(nn) )o S M (x,y;v,w

(n)( ) nOS M . x,y;v,w SA.o

(1)
d•. M (~,~;v,w)
s,~

(l-e.)
l eiPi(JO'" d~Ki(~'V») (fo'" d~X(~,~/w»)]
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1
\' (l-e.) e = ;>,.n+l
L.- J. iPi

i=O

We conclude that

since

0<;>,.=

2 e.(l-e.) < 2 e. (1- e2i ) = 2 e. - i = 1 _ (1_e.)2
J. 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 2
L 2e.(1-e.) p. < L (l-(l-e.) ) p. = 1 - fl •

i=O J. J. J. i=O J. J.

so that



APPENDIX C

An E . t 12xperlmen

This appendix contains a very brief report of an experimental study

of pigeons' responding on simple contingent schedules with reinforcement

functions

together with some qualitative observations on the results from the view-

point of the linear free-responding model.

Method

Two pigeons with much key pecking experience were subjects in this

experiment.

The relevant features of the small cubicle to which the pigeon was

confined during an experimental session were a source of general illumi-

nation, a small circular aperture in one of the walls at the level of the

pigeon's head which exposed a thin sheet of translucent plexiglass (the

"key"), and a large square aperture downward from and to the left of the

key. The key was illuminated from behind by a green light. Reinforce-

ment consisted of a three second presentation to the pigeon of a small

tray full of mixed grains ~mmediately after a key peck. The position of

the tray was such that the pigeon could eat from it by sticking its head

through the square aperture. The feeder mechanism had its own source of

illumination which was turned on whenever the tray was made available to
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the pigeon. The recording and reinforcement programming equipment was

located in a room adjacent to the one containing the experimental chamber.

Sounds from this equipment were attenuated by the walls of the pigeon

chamber and masked by a white noise of moderate intensity.

When not in the experimental chamber, pigeons were caged individually

in a room apart from the ones containing the apparatus discussed above.

Water was always available in these cages, but, except as noted below, food

was never available there. Experimental sessions for a pigeon were always

at about the same time of day, and, with few exceptions, these sessions

occurred daily. A pigeon was weighed before and after each experimental

session. On the basis of performance during the first few days of pre

liminary training (see below), a criterion body weight between 75 and 80%

of the pigeon's ad libitum body weight was selected. This weight was

approximately maintained throughout the course of the experiment by

adjusting, the session length so that an amount of food was consumed during

the session sufficient (it was anticipated) to bring the bird's end of

session weight to just below criterion. If the end of session weight was

indeed below the criterion weight·, a portion of mixed grains equal in

weight to the difference was fed the pigeon upon its return to its living

cage. This portion, usually quite small, was apparently always consumed

immediately.13

The general plan of the experiment was to vary p for Bird 8 while

holding T constant at 2 sec. and to vary p for Bird 9 while holding

T constant at 6 sec. Preliminary training for Bird 8 was as follows:

The first 30 responses (approximately) of the first session were rein

forced. For the rest of the session the schedule T = 2, P = I was in
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before the weight maintenance regime

/

force. Seventy-five reinforcements were thus received. The schedule

~ = 2, P = 1 was in force for the next five days. The schedule during

the first session and the first 10 minutes of the second session for

Bird 9 was ~ = 2, P = 1. For the next 14 minutes and 45 seconds of the

second session and for the following four sessions the schedule ~ = 6 sec.,

p = 1 was in force. Performance was relatively erratic during this pre-

liminary training in part because of the weight fluctuation which occurred

detailed above waS instituted.
14

The experimental chamber used during preliminary training was not the one

used during the experiment proper, but the description given above is

applicable to both.

Table 6 describes in detail the sequence of schedules used after

preliminary training for each bird.

Table 6

Sequence of schedules used after preliminary training for each

pigeon. The three numbers in each cell are, respectively,

~, p, and the number of days of exposure to this schedule.

Bird 8 Bird 9

1st schedule 2, 1· 8 6, 1; 15,
2nd schedule 2, .7; 7 6, .7; 7

3rd schedule 2, .4; 7 6, .4; 7

4th schedule 2, .1; 8 6, 1· 9>

5th schedule 2, 1· 10 none,
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The two criteria used in deciding when a pigeon was ready to be

switched to a new schedule were stability of performance and gross

appropriateness of the pigeon's performance vis § ~ the schedule

(according to the experimenter's preconception). Because the time avail

able for running the experiment was severely limited it was necessary to

be extremely lenient in assessing whether these criteria had been met"

This lenience is probably the source of the failure of the two measure

ments of Bird 8's performance on p = 1 to agree (see below).

Results and Discussion

Tables 7 and 8 present IRT distributions and other information for

Birds 8 and 9 respectively on the various schedules. In each case the

figures in the tables describe aggregated data from the last 2 or 3 days

on a schedule. The number of days aggregated is indicated by the "number

of days" column in the tables. The reader should note the discrepancies

between the nominal p values in Table 6 and the data in the eighth

columns of Tables 7 and 80

The rate of responding data for both birds displays a general

tendency toward slower responding when p is small than when it is large.

For Bird 9 response rate dropped consistently (though only slightly)

with p. Since the original (1st schedule) rate of responding was

regained when the original p value of unity was reimposed (4th schedule),

long term changes in the performance of the bird independent of the

changes in p can be ruled out. The data from Bird 8 present more of a

problem. Response rate declined substantially as p was dropped from

.7 to .4 to .1, but the initial and final observations on p = 1 were
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Table 7

IRT distribution and other information for Bird 8 on various schedules.

All durations are in seconds.

IRT distribution15
av. no. avo no" prop. prop.

no. of avo of reinfs. of resps.
mean of of all prop. of all IRT's inschedule sessiondays per per resp" all resps. resp. > 1" 2 sec. intervalslength ratesession session reinforced reinforced

0-2 2~4 4-6 6-8 8-10 > 10
- .

1 3 516 64 265 .514 .241 1,000 .744 .244 .013 .000 .000 .003

2 3 661 57 443 .671 .129 .696 .8ll .166 .014 .002 .002 .002

3 3 737 53 374 .507 .143 .426 .649 .296 .032 .005 .000 .000

4 3 1924 47 849 .441 .055 .145 .613 .319 .046 .009 .002 .001

5 2 343 38 228 .665 .164 1,000 .839 .162 .002 .000 .000 .000
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Table 8

IRT distribution and other information for Bird 9 on various schedules.

All durations are in seconds.

av. no~ av. no. prop. IRT distribution
no. avo of of mean prop. of of all prop. of all IRT's in

schedule of session reinfs. resps. resp. all resps. resp. > T 2 sec. intervals
days length per per rate reinforced reinforced

session session 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12 12-14 > 14

1 2 804 40 166 .207 .240 1.000 .207 .117 .432 .198 .024 .012 .006 .000

2 3 941 42 171 .181 .246 .692 .162 .064 .406 .324 .023 .004 .002 .002

3 3 963 35 167 .174 .211 .461 .129 .106 .305 .426 .004 .006 .022 .000

4 2 672 32 140 .208 .232 1.000 .257 .111 .414 .211 .000 .007 .011 .004



radicallY different, and the first of these was quite low in compari

son to the rate at p ~ 07. However, both the original and final p ~ 1

rates are higher than the p ~ 01 rateo This contrasts sharply with the

data on rate of responding on random-ratio (ioe., ~ ~ 0) schedules

collected by Brandauer (1958)0 The rates of responding of his three

pigeons increased by factors of 4, 10, and 7 when p was dropped from

1 to .1. It is clear that the linear free-responding model predicts lower

rates for lower values of p, whatever be ~o The results of the present

experiment permit us to conclude that whatever it is that leads to

anomolous results like Brandauer's for high values ofp and ~ ~ °
acts less strongly for larger values of ~.

The details of the changes in the IRT distribution of Bird 9 from

schedule to schedule merit the reader's attentiono Note how the propor

tion of responses in [0, 2] decreases while the proportion in [6, 8]

increases as p decreases. And note the shift in mode from [4, 6] to

[6, 8] as p drops from 07 to .4. I hope eventually to be able to pre

dict these subtletieso
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APPENDIX D

Sidman Avoidance

We now contemplate a situation in which a rat must press a bar no

more than T seconds after its last bar press if it is to avoid electric

shock, whereas if it does not successfully avoid shock it must press the

bar to escape the shock. Such a situation is called Sidman avoidance

(with response-shock interval T and shock-shock interval 0) after

M. Sidman who introduced it and has studied it extensively (see Si~n

1953, 1954). Since the rat soon learns to make the escape response

immediately upon the onset of shock, the actual IRT distribution is

artificially truncated at T The IRT distributions discussed in the

theoretical development that follows will correspond to hypothetical

test trials on which the shock is omitted even if the IRT exceeds T.

We assume that

(0 < 1f < 1)

shock, while

th
if t n > T , that is, if the n- response terminates a

(0 < 0 < 1 , 0 < 1fl < < 1fO) if t n S T , i.e. if the thn-· response

avoids shock, where Va ( . ) , Vl ( . ) , and N( . ,s) are distri-

bution functions concentrated on [0,00] with
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o o (i

and Joo td
t

N(t,s) - s 0 This means that an escape response tends to be

o
followed by shorter IRT's, while an avoidance response tends to be

followed by longer IRT's and IRT's of about the same duration as the

one which avoided the shock. The statement *0 > > *1 reflects the

fact that shock has a much greater effect on the rat than non-shock.

If ~ is the indicator random variable for the event t m ~ T and

I if t < T

w(t) ~

o if t > T

then

(Dl)

and P(illu ~ llsn_l) ~ foo w(s) dln(slsn_l) .

o

The obvious identifications *i --> ei ' Vi --> Fi ' 5 --> ex , w --> U , and

mn -->ku show that this stochastic process differs from one included in

the investigation in the main body of the paper only in the ordering of

the parameters *i and the ordering of the means f
OO

tdV~(t) . These

orderings are of no conseQuence for Theorems 2-6 (th~ only modification

reQuired is a trivial one in Theorem 3), thus we have, in particular,



I(t) lim In(t) and
n..... co

C(t,s) lim cov[In(t!sn_l)' In(slsn_l)]
n..... 00

exist, and (since lCO w(t) dI(t)

o

(D2)

d [ *0 (l-g.) F (s) + (1-0) ~1
gFl ( s) + :1: E (t)J* 0 * *

for all 0 < 0 < 1 where

q =I 00 w(t) dI(t) = I(T) , *= (l-g) *0 + q*l '

o

6(t,s) dW(s)

and

E(t)
00

- *0) f
o

w(t,s) = N(t,s) w(s) .

Now data from Sidman avoidance show that q, the probability of

avoidance, is near 1, but *0/*1 > > 1 so we may entertain the assump-

tion that
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is small in comparison to 1 Then for 5 small 5tl/~ < < 1, and

neglecting the error term ~ E(t) as well as terms having coefficient

5 tl/~ we have the rough and ready approximation

I(t)

or

(D3 ) I(t) w(l-g.) V (t) + q
- (l-q)i:D+q 0 ( l-q)i:D+q

To evaluate q, take t T on both sides obtaining

(D4)

where vi

q[(l-q)w+q] ~ w(l-q) YO+qv1

VieT) , a quadratic equation in q.

The distribution Vo should be the same sort of distribution that

Fl was in the positive reinforcement model, while Vl should be same

sort of distribution that FO was. Thus except in the immediate vicin

ity of the origin ~t Volt) and ~t Vl(t) may be assumed to be de-

creasing functions. It follows that, except in the immediate neighbor

dhood of the origin, dt I(t) is a decreasing function. This is, in a

sense, counter intuitive since when T is fairly large the organism

could save itself a great deal of unnecessary effort by spacing its

responses so that its IRT density would have a hump well away from

the origin but belOw T. Sidman (1954, Fig. 1) reports a histogram of

numbers of IRT's in 11.
2 second blocks for a cat pressing a lever

during the 17
th

2-3 hour daily session on this schedule with T = 21 sec.

The proportion of IRT's in the nth block is essentially a decreasing

function of n out to n = 14 (i.e. t = T) .



NOTES

1A type of free-responding situation in which the animal performs

an action to avoid or escape a punishment is discussed briefly in

Appendix D.

2These theories could probably be improved conceptually and ana-

lytically by giving them an infinitesimal formulation. The geometric

IRT distributions mentioned in the text become exponential in such a

formulation.

31 have in mind Mueller's (1950) proposal (in effect) that certain

types of pure birth processes may be of value in describing free-operant

behavior. The (in effect) Poisson model that Mueller discusses,at

length has independently, identically, and exponentially distributed

IRT's - a combination for which I see very limited use in this type of

research. At any rate all pure birth models have decreasing IRT densities,

and are thus indicted by the data described in the text.

4The modifications required in what follows if [0, 00) is replaced

by any other real interval are trivial. In particular, the theorem is

applicable to the prediction task considered by Suppes (1959).

5The proof of a comparable theorem for Suppes' continuous linear

model for continuous prediction experiments is given in Appendix A.

6See Appendix B for some results pertaining to the asymptotic joint

distribution of two successive IRT's.
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7What are needed are analogues of the Lamperti and Suppes (1959)

ergodic theorems for situations with a continuum of possible responses.

8For Pigeon 17, the mean IRT declined slightly when p was reduced

from .02 to .01 and only increased when p was dropped further to .005.

No p values below .005 were tested for this bird.

9In order to check the reliability of the rate data, some rates

were redetermined some time after the first determination. The agreement

between the two rates thus obtained was always very good. The mean IRT's

reported in Tables 1 and 2 are all first determinations.

lOThis is not the same schedule as the "random-interval" schedule

of Farmer (1963).

llThe fit of model to data for the other three would probably be

just as good as that obtained in Tables 3 - 5.

Some data points in these tables are averages over two measurements

widely spaced in time.

12The author wishes to thank Dr. Gordon Bower for the use of the

laboratory in which this experiment was conducted. Most of the program

ming of the equipment was done by Mr. Jim McLean, and both Bower and

McLean gave helpful advice on various procedural points. A suggestion

of Dr. George Wertheim led to a major improvement in the accuracy of the

recording circuit.

13Two further details of the experimental routine were the following:

Before the programming and recording equipment was turned on for a

session and after it was turned off, the pigeon spent a short time in

the experimental chamber with all sources of illumination extinguished.



The experimenter often reinforced the first IRT of a session

> T sec. with probability one. This was done most frequently when the

schedule value of p for the session was small.

14Bird 8 failed to respond at all on the fourth day of preliminary

training. After 15 minutes in the experimental chamber it was returned

to its home cage.

15The failure of the entries of some rows to add to 1 is due partly

to rounding errors and partly to small recording errors. The total num

ber of IRT's was obtained from a separate counter - not from the 2 second

block counters by summation.
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Errata to

A Probabilistic Model for Free-Responding

by M, Frank Norman

In Theorem 3 and all subsequent work involving ergodicity of the

linear free-responding model it should be assumed that the Lebesgue

measure of 8 = [y ~ 0 : fry) > 0) is positive where

f(y) = min [FO(Y)' Fi(Y»)' The definition of A on p, 21 should be

replaced by

and the definition of "8" on p. 21 should be deleted. The statement

"The smoothness ••• FO(t) > Fi(t)." on p. 23 should be deleted, and all

occurrences of FO(Y)dyand dFO(Y) on p. 23 following this statement

should be replaced by fry) dy.

It is easy to construct examples which show that ergodicity in the

sense of Theorem 3 need not obtain if S has measure zero, but in all

cases of psychological interest (in particular, under either (2) or (3»

the measure of 8 will not only be positive but actually large.

I~
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